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2Catch Gobblin' Fever!
Nothing beats the thrill of spring turkey
hunting with family and friends.
Remember to respect the rights of others,
identify your target, and insist on a clean shot.
To learn more, attend a Wild Turkey hunting seminar
sponsored by
the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
www.mefishwildlife.com
and
the Maine Chapters of the National Wild Turkey Federation.
32003 TURKEY SEMINARS AND PATTERNING DAYS
DATE TOWN LOCATION TIME
March 3 Skowhegan Skowhegan Community Center 6:30 pm
March 6 Rumford Mountain Valley High School, Room 302 6:30 pm
March 11 Waterville Governor’s Restaurant, Main Street 7:00 pm
March 15 E. Millinocket Town Office 1:00 pm
March 22 Orono Eastern Maine Sportsman’s Show, Univ. Maine           12:00 &
6:00 pm
March 22 Freeport LL Bean’s Main Store 4:30 pm
March 23 Orono Eastern Maine Sportsman’s Show, Univ. Maine 2:00 pm
March 28 Augusta Augusta Sportsman Show, Cushnoc Auditorium 7:30 pm
March 29 Augusta Augusta Sportsman Show, Cushnoc Auditorium 2:00 pm
March 30 Augusta Augusta Sportsman Show, Cushnoc Auditorium 1:00 pm
April 2 Rockland American Legion Hall, Park Street 7:00 pm
April 3 South Paris Oxford Hills High School 7:00 pm
April 5 Presque Isle Sportsman Show, University of Maine, Auditorium 1:00 pm
April 8 Unity Unity College, Room 1B (above the pub) 7:30 pm
April 8 Waterville Governor’s Restaurant, Main Street 7:00 pm
April 12 Old Town Old Town Trading Post, Jct. Rtes. 43 & 16 1:00 pm
April 12 Dover-Foxcroft Dover-Foxcroft Snowmobile Clubhouse 6:00 pm
April 13 Columbia Pleasant River Fish and Game Club 12:00 pm
(also a patterning day)
April 16 Newport Nokomis High School 7:00 pm
PATTERNING DAYS
April 5 Sanford Sanford Fish & Game Club 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
April 19 Sidney Arnold Trail Trap & Skeet Club, Route 23 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
April 19 Durham Durham Rod & gun Club 9:00 am - 12:00 pm
Successful applicants in the turkey drawing
should bring their 2003 Hunter’s Guide to the seminar.
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5The Maine Wild Turkey Hunter's Guide is developed by the Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife in cooperation with Maine Chapters of the National
Wild Turkey Federation. Its goal is to:
1. Increase your awareness of safe, ethical, and responsible behavior
necessary when turkey hunting
2. Expand your knowledge of the Wild Turkey
3. Improve your hunting skills
4. Answer any questions you might have
IMPORTANT!!
Possessing, raising, or releasing Wild Turkeys or wild hybrids will negatively impact the
future success of this program, and is prohibited by law. Birds from these strains do not
survive or reproduce well in the wild, and they introduce inferior breeding stock, and
potentially disease, into natural populations. Illegal releases of pen-raised turkeys into
the wild will jeopardize the years of hard work and money invested by the sportsmen
and women of Maine, the National Wild Turkey Federation, and MDIFW to make Wild
Turkey restoration in Maine a reality.
62003 MAINE SPRING WILD TURKEY HUNTING ZONE
There is established one Wild Turkey hunting zone for the spring season consisting of Wildlife
Management Districts (WMDs) 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 as described
in Chapter 4.00 of Regulations of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Wild Turkey permits are NOT allocated by Wildlife Management District. People holding a valid
spring Wild Turkey permit may hunt in any part of the open hunting zone.
72003 WILD TURKEY REGISTRATION STATIONS
All Wild Turkeys must be presented for registration at a Wild Turkey registration station. The entire
turkey, except the viscera must be presented.
Wild Turkey registration stations are listed below. Due to unforeseen circumstances, a registration
station may close with little notice, therefore you may want to contact a station in advance to
ensure that they are open.
Town Station Location Opens (am) Telephone
Androscoggin County:
Auburn Dag's Bait Shop Minot Ave. 783-0388
Auburn No Auburn Cash Market 584 No Auburn Rd. 783-7378
Leeds Red Roof Grocery 933-4533
Lewiston Burnies Gun Shop Rt. 196 784-9785
Livermore Falls Puffin Stop 57 Main St. 4:00 897-5665
Cumberland County:
Baldwin Whistle Stop General Rt. 113 787-3645
Brunswick Johnson's Sporting Goods Cooks Corner 725-7531
Casco Casco AG Food Store Rt. 121 627-4336
Freeport Dick's Sub Shop 15 South St. 865-6302
Gray Howell's Gun Shop Rt. 202 657-2324
New Gloucester Wings Tank and Tummy Rt. 100 926-3300
Sebago Jordans Store Rt. 114 787-3866
South Windham Sawyers Variety Rt. 202 892-8706
Franklin County:
New Sharon Sandy River Farm Supply Rt. 2 6:00 778-3042
Hancock County:
Ellsworth Willey's Sports Center Mill Mall 9:00 667-2511
Gouldsboro Young's Market Route 1 5:00 963-7774
Sedgwick Eggemoggin Country Store Rt. 15 5:30 359-2125
Verona JD's Island Market Rts. 1 & 3 6:30 469-6144
Knox County:
Appleton Burkettville General Store Burketville Rd 6:00 (7:00 Sat) 785-3434
Hope Lincoln's Country Store 163 Main St. 5:00 785-2391
Thomaston Hannon & Thayer Auto 118 Main St. 7:00 354-8011
Warren Lincoln's Country Store 434 Camden Rd. 273-2113
Kennebec County:
Albion Keay's General Store Main St. 6:00 437-2540
Benton Libby’s Variety Clinton Ave. 5:30 453-6109
82003 WILD TURKEY REGISTRATION STATIONS cont'd
Town Station Location Opens (am) Telephone
Kennebec County cont'd:
Chelsea Chelsea Market Rt. 226 6:30 582-9863
Manchester Manchester Mainway Rt. 202 Open 24 hrs 621-0068
Monmouth South Monmouth Market Rt. 126 5:00 933-4411
Mount Vernon Mt. Vernon Store Rt. 41 8:00 293-2202
Oakland D&L Country Store Smithfield Rd. 7:00 465-3439
South China Toby's Store Rt. 3 6:00 993-2596
Vassalboro Country Store Rt. 32 6:00 923-3300
Windsor Hussey’s General Store Rt. 32 8:00 445-2511
Lincoln County:
Alna Alna Store Rt. 218 7:00 (7:30 Sat) 586-5515
Jefferson Jewett’s Auto Service Rt. 32 7:00 549-5222
Newcastle Louis Doe Inc. Mills Rd. 7:30 563-5442
Nobleboro Village Store 255 Center St. 5:00 563-3639
Waldoboro Weston’s Hardware Rt. 1 8:00 832-5367
Oxford County:
Denmark Jim Bob's Store Rt. 117 452-2100
Norway Woodmans 418 Main St. 743-6602
Rumford Rumford Fire Dept. Congress St. 6:00 364-2901
West Paris J&K Sporting Goods Rt. 26 674-3188
Penobscot County:
Corinth Robinson Mobile Mart Rt. 15 5:00 285-7143
Dexter Toot's Delicatessen 91 Spring St 924-7060
Dixmont Nason’s Store Masonic Rd 5:00 234-2136
Hampden MCK’s Variety Rt. 9 5:30 (6:00 Sat) 862-3196
Holden Miller's General Store Rt 1A 5:00 843-5895
Lagrange D&M Discount Store Jct. Rts 16 & 155 4:00 943-2141
Lincoln Jim's Citgo Route 2 5:00 794-3070
Newport Moosehead Trail TP Rt. 7 8:00 368-5313
Old Town Old Town Trading Post Jct. Rts. 16 & 43 9:00 827-7032
Plymouth Plymouth Village Store Rt. 7 5:30 257-2134
Piscataquis County:
Dover-Foxcroft Fox Brook Variety Rt. 15 5:00 564-2127
Sangerville Robinson's Mobil Mart Pleasant Avenue 5:00 876-3920
92003 WILD TURKEY REGISTRATION STATIONS cont'd
Town Station Location Opens (am) Telephone
Sagadahoc County:
Phippsburg Bisson's Center Store 865 Main Rd. 389-1884
Woolwich Kenney’s Residence 1505 Middle Rd. 6:30 442-7833
Somerset County:
Harmony Harmony AG 34 Main St. 6:30 683-2514
Hinckley Hinckley General Store Rt. 201 3:00 (4:00 Sat) 453-9812
Norridgewock Riverside Market Rt. 201A 6:00 (8:00 Sat) 634-2323
Skowhegan Skowhegan Fire Dept. 11 Island Ave 7:00 474-3400
Waldo County:
Brooks Wentworth Gen Store Rt. 7 6:00 (7:00 Sat) 722-3177
Freedom Freedom General Store Rt. 137 5:00 382-6240
Liberty Liberty Trading Post Rt. 3 6:00 589-4209
Morrill Morrill Gen Store Rt. 131 6:00 342-5577
Northport Outdoor Sportsman 1044 Atlantic Hwy. 8:30 338-4141
Unity School St. Variety Rt. 139 5:30 (6:00 Sat) 948-2511
Washington County:
Columbia Four Corners Rod & Gun Club Route 1 8:00 483-2506
York County:
Acton Acton Trading Post Rt. 109 636-9907
Biddeford West Street Market 271 West St. 282-9861
Cornish Big A Auto Supply Rt. 25 625-3268
Hollis Deer Pond Variety Rt. 117 727-3763
Lebanon East Lebanon Country Store Rt. 202 457-1083
Saco Saco Bay Tackle Company Rt. 1 284-4453
Shapleigh Boonies Country Store Rt. 11 636-2300
York Eldridge Bros. Fly Shop Rt. 1 363-9269
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GENERAL HUNTING LAWS
Summarized below are some Maine general hunting laws you should be aware of while Wild
Turkey hunting. This listing has no legal weight and is not intended as a substitute for reading the
current hunting law booklet.
IT IS ILLEGAL TO:
• Discharge a firearm within 100 yards of a residential dwelling without permission of the owner.
• Shoot from any paved way (any road with a bituminous surface).
• Hunt on Sunday or at night.
• Hunt without being accompanied by an adult (18 or older) if you are under 16 years of age.
• Hunt while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs.
• Hunt with automatic firearms (continue to fire as long as trigger is held back).
• Interfere with anyone who is hunting legally, or disturb wild animals with the intent to interfere
with the hunting of them.
WILD TURKEY HUNTING LAWS AND REGULATIONS
The following laws and regulations are specific to Wild Turkey hunting. Hunters must also comply
with all other applicable fish and wildlife laws of Title 12, Maine Revised Statutes.
WHO MAY HUNT: Hunters must have a valid spring Wild Turkey permit and a valid Maine resident
hunting license or a valid nonresident or alien big game hunting license in order to hunt Wild Turkey.
(Clarification: A valid archery license permits hunting of Wild Turkey in Maine.) The permittee must
possess the permit at all times while hunting. It is permissible for an individual not holding a
turkey hunting permit to accompany a permit holder and call turkeys.
Any private landowner is eligible to hunt Wild Turkeys on their own land without a turkey hunting
permit if: 1) that person owns a particular piece of land that is 25 or more contiguous acres in size
and is located within the turkey hunting zone designated for the season that they wish to hunt;
2) that person is permanently domiciled on that land; 3) the land is managed for the raising and
selling of dairy cattle, dairy products, or beef cattle; and 4) the land is open to hunting including
hunting by permission. Any family member permanently domiciled on that land is also eligible to
hunt Wild Turkeys on that land without a permit. A landowner must provide proof of eligibility if
requested by an agent of the commissioner. All other standard reporting and tagging procedures are
required.
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SEASON: Each successful applicant will be assigned to hunt during only one season. The open
season for Wild Turkey hunting within the turkey hunting zone shall be:
Season A: April 28, 2003 - May 3, 2003, and
May 19, 2003 - May 24, 2003, and
May 26, 2003 - May 31, 2003
Season B: May 5, 2003 - May 10, 2003, and
May 12, 2003 - May 17, 2003, and
May 26, 2003 - May 31, 2003
LEGAL HOURS: One-half (1/2) hour before sunrise until 12:00 p.m. (noon) local time.
AREA OPEN TO HUNTING: There is one spring Wild Turkey hunting zone as follows: Wildlife
Management Districts (WMDs) 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27. Wild Turkey
permits are not allocated by WMD. Each person who is awarded a permit may hunt in any part of
the Wild Turkey hunting zone during the season specified on their permit.
BAG LIMIT: One (1) bearded Wild Turkey per permit holder per season.
LEGAL METHOD FOR TAKING TURKEY: Only shotgun gauges 10 through 20 using shot sizes 2
through 6, or bow and arrow may be used to hunt Wild Turkeys in Maine.
ILLEGAL HUNTING METHODS: No person may use dogs, bait, live decoys, or traps or other
devices intended or designed for the purpose of capturing or ensnaring Wild Turkeys. It is unlawful
to take a turkey while the turkey is in a tree.
OTHER PROHIBITED ACTS:
• No person may present a Wild Turkey for registration, or allow to be registered in his or her
name, any Wild Turkey which he/she did not lawfully kill.
• No person may possess any part or parts of a Wild Turkey unless each part is plainly labeled
with the name and address of the person who registered the turkey.
• It is illegal to buy, sell (or offer for sale or barter) any Wild Turkey, or to counsel or otherwise
aid in buying, selling or offering for sale or barter any Wild Turkey.
• It is unlawful for the holder of a Wild Turkey hunting permit to hunt Wild Turkeys after having
killed or registered a Wild Turkey during the open season of that calendar year.
• It shall be unlawful for the holder of a Wild Turkey hunting permit to hunt Wild Turkeys outside
of the turkey hunting zone.
WILD TURKEY TO BE TAGGED: Any person killing a Wild Turkey shall immediately securely
attach to its leg, plainly visible, the tag portion of his/her turkey hunting permit, bearing his/her full
WILD TURKEY HUNTING LAWS AND REGULATIONS cont'd
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TURKEY HUNTING TIPS
• Scouting is the single most important part of turkey hunting. Scout several different areas to
lessen your chances of conflict with other hunters.
• Practice your turkey calling diligently.
• Pattern your shotgun to know your effective killing range.
• Plan on hunting weekdays if possible, rather than Saturdays. Hunting pressure is lighter during
the week, reducing the potential for inadvertent conflicts with other hunters.
• Be patient, there is plenty of time. Birds are active throughout the month of May.
• If bowhunting, use a string tracker to aid in retrieving wounded birds.
• Be patient when calling, as birds sometimes come in silently. This is especially true in areas
that experience heavy hunting pressure.
• Do not walk in on another hunter who is "working" a bird. Repeated gobbling is often a sign of
a hunter working a bird. Attempting to stalk the "gobbler" is not only dangerous, but it is also
interfering with the caller, possibly spoiling his/her chance of success.
• Don't wear any clothing (including undergarments) containing the colors red, white, or blue.
These are the same colors as a gobbler's head and may draw fire from a careless hunter. Many
turkey hunting accidents involve "mistaken for game" violations.
name and address.
TURKEY TRANSPORTATION: Any turkey being moved or transported in any manner must have the
tag portion of the Wild Turkey hunting permit securely attached, and it must be accompanied by
the person who killed it.  Unless the Wild Turkey has been legally registered, no person shall
keep a Wild Turkey at his/her home or at any place of storage (except at the official registration
station or at the office of a Maine game warden) for more than twelve (12) hours without first
notifying a game warden.
WILD TURKEY REGISTRATION: All Wild Turkeys taken by hunters shall be presented for
registration within 12 hours at one of the registration stations established for that purpose. The
entire turkey, except the viscera, shall be presented. The fee to register a Wild Turkey is $1. All
radio transmitters, leg bands and wing tags must be submitted at the time of registration.
QUESTIONNAIRES: A sample of turkey permit holders, including those who did not hunt or
were unsuccessful, will be asked to complete a questionnaire provided by the Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and return it to the Department within a period of 10 days
after the close of the turkey hunting season. Information provided by hunters is an important
part of the Department’s turkey management program.
WILD TURKEY HUNTING LAWS AND REGULATIONS cont'd
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TURKEY HUNTING SAFETY
Spring turkey hunting is a specialized sport requir-
ing skill and plenty of patience. The Wild Turkey’s
keen eyesight, sharp hearing, and extreme wari-
ness make it one of the most elusive of all game
species. Wild Turkey hunting is potentially
dangerous because of its secretive, camouflaged
nature and the inexperience of newcomers to the
sport. Learning about the behavior of this bird is
equally as important as learning the basic tech-
niques to safely hunt it.
To prepare for turkey hunting, these important
safety rules should be observed:
1.  NEVER WEAR THE COLORS RED, WHITE, OR
BLUE.  These are gobbler head colors and are
used by hunters to differentiate between a gobbler
and a hen. Avoid any article of clothing with these
colors whether it be a pair of socks or a handker-
chief. Failure to follow this rule has resulted in
hunting accidents in other jurisdictions.
2.  ALWAYS SELECT A CALLING POSITION THAT
PROVIDES A BACKGROUND AT LEAST AS WIDE
AS YOUR SHOULDERS. Shielding your back, from
your head to your waist, will help prevent accidents
and will decrease the chances of a Wild Turkey
detecting any hunter movement.
3.  ALWAYS SELECT A CALLING POSITION THAT
PROVIDES AT LEAST 36 METERS (40 yards) OF
VISION IN A 180 DEGREE FIELD OF VIEW. Turkeys
and other hunters should be visible from a dis-
tance. Do not use brush or conceal yourself. Do not
limit your vision.
4.  NEVER MAKE SUDDEN MOVEMENTS WHEN
CALLING even when wearing camouflage. This
alerts a Wild Turkey to your presence, and another
hunter may mistake you for a moving bird.
5.  ALWAYS CONSIDER THAT SOUNDS YOU HEAR
MAY BE MADE BY ANOTHER HUNTER.  Be one
hundred percent sure of the identity of your target
before you even point your gun at it!
6.  HUNT DEFENSIVELY. Be alert for other hunters. If
you see another hunter, make your presence
known by yelling in a loud voice.
7.  BE ABSOLUTELY SURE YOU HAVE A SAFE
BACKSTOP BEFORE YOU PULL THE TRIGGER.
Be certain your target is a bearded bird. The
importance of safety cannot be overstated. There
isn’t a Wild Turkey in North America worth an
accidental injury to another person.
8.  NEVER TRY TO STALK A WILD TURKEY. It is not
only very difficult to stalk one of these wary birds,
but it is also extremely dangerous. Stalking a
calling turkey is a major cause of accidents, as it
may lead you to another hunter. Calling the bird to
your position is the safest and most effective way to
bag a gobbler.
9.  NEVER USE A GOBBLE (MALE CALL) TO CALL
IN BIRDS. You run a high risk of attracting another
hunter. Hen calls are safer and more effective.
10.  IF YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL IN BAGGING A WILD
TURKEY, SPECIAL CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN
WHILE CARRYING IT OUT OF THE WOODS. The
safest method is to totally encase the bird in a long,
zippered carry-bag (not red, white, or blue) or hunter
orange vest for transport to eliminate the possibility
of drawing fire from an indiscriminate hunter.
Be absolutely sure of your target before you pull the trigger.
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LANDOWNER PERMISSION
The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife strongly recommends that hunters ask permis-
sion of the landowner before going onto land to hunt or scout.  Since the hunt will be conducted
during the spring (a non-traditional hunting period) and in the most densely populated counties of
Maine, it is very important to seek consent from the landowner. The hunter who does this will find
that landowners who posted their property during the fall are often willing to allow spring turkey
hunting. Usually, the landowner only wants to know who you are and when you are going to be on
his/her land. If you fail to gain permission on a parcel, respect the landowner’s rights and seek
hunting privileges elsewhere. The success of this and future hunts depends on you.
Someone's Stealing Maine's Wildlife
The illegal killing of a Wild Turkey is a Class E crime
with a fine of not less than $1,000 per bird!
WE PAY CASH
For information on poachers
and private property abuse.
To report a violation call
1-800-ALERT US
1-800-253-7887
US Cellular and Maine Wireless dial #GW
Unicel dial *GW
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HUNTER ETHICS
Ethics are standards of behavior that are considered to be morally right, even without the benefit of
legal sanction.
Ethical behavior varies somewhat from place to place, depending on local traditions and practices.
However, an overall standard of conduct must be established and observed by the hunting frater-
nity. While hunting is considered a respectable activity in Maine, it is frowned upon in many areas
by an increasing number of people. The primary reason for this disapproval is the manner in which
some irresponsible hunters conduct themselves in the field.
Instead of formulating a specific list of unacceptable behavior for the hunter, it may be of more
value to discuss some desirable attitudes and criteria which should be used by the ethical sports-
man in determining behavior. A hunter's conduct is determined by his or her:
• Philosophy on harvesting game. When you go hunting, what is your objective? Is it to get your
limit as fast as possible? The ethical sportsman will look at hunting as an overall outdoor experi-
ence. There is pleasure to be gained without even firing a shot!
• Preparation. The ethical hunter is always prepared before venturing afield. From selecting the
right firearm and knowing how to use it, to being ready for an emergency situation, the sports-
man is ready for the expected...and the unexpected.
• Commitment to the sport of hunting above any personal accomplishments. The ethical
hunter always puts the survival of the sport first. Whatever is best for the image of the sport
must take priority, even if it means passing up a trophy shot or not taking the limit when you
know the population is down. Remember, you are always being watched by your son or daugh-
ter, hunting companions, landowners and even strangers. Your behavior will reflect back on
you...and on your sport.
• Use of traditional skills and methods of fair chase. The sportsman will want to match wits
with the game hunted. Challenge yourself. Selfish and unethical actions degrade the hunter and
the sport.
• Regard for the feelings of others. Always consider other people, especially landowners and
non-hunters. Hunt safely. Ensure that your conduct is not offensive. Be prepared to justify your
actions. Many people don't appreciate a sign blown full of holes, a messy campsite, or a dead
animal on display on your vehicle or at your home or camp.
• Willingness to obey the unwritten laws. There are a lot of situations in hunting that are
technically legal, but shouldn't be done anyway, for both ethical and safety reasons. It's not
illegal to stalk a calling turkey, or to shoot a turkey that has responded to another hunter's
calling. It's not illegal, but it's not right, and it can be dangerous.
• Attitude toward wildlife. The ethical hunter must respect the game being hunted, as well as
other wildlife. Part of this respect includes not harvesting more than the limit, not harvesting
animals not wanted for a specific purpose, and having the proper size firearm and skill to ensure
a clean, one shot kill.
• Respect for the law. The laws are there to protect people and to protect wildlife. Even if you
don't agree with all of them, the ethical hunter obeys all the laws all the time, and he/she reports
those who don't. Remember, it's your resource.
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National Wild Turkey Federation
A Turkey Hunter's
Code of Conduct
as a
Responsible Turkey Hunter;
I will
1 Not let peer pressure or the excitement of the hunt cloud my judgement;
2 Learn and practice safe hunting techniques;
3 Hunt the wild turkey fairly;
4 Know the capabilities and limitations of my gun or bow and use it safely;
5 Obey and support all wildlife laws and report all violations;
6 Respect the land and the landowner and always obtain permission before
hunting;
7 Avoid knowingly interfering with another hunter and respect the right of others
to lawfully share the out-of-doors;
8 Value the hunting experience and appreciate the beauty of the wild turkey;
9 Positively identify my target as a legal bird and insist on a good shot; and
10 Share responsible turkey hunting with others and work for wild turkey
conservation.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF MAINE’S WILD TURKEY RESTORATION
Historically in Maine, Wild Turkeys appeared in significant numbers in York, Cumberland, and
Oxford Counties, and perhaps in reduced numbers eastward to Hancock County. Reductions in the
amount of forest land due to intensive land clearing for farming and unrestricted shooting were
probably the two most important factors leading to the extirpation of native Wild Turkeys in Maine in
the early 1800s. The reversion of thousands of acres of farmland back to wooded habitat, and
present day agricultural practices, have enhanced prospects for reestablishing Wild Turkeys into,
and perhaps beyond, their former range.
Attempts to reintroduce turkeys to Maine began in 1942 when the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game released 24 captive-reared birds on Swan Island in Sagadahoc County. These birds
were supplementally fed in the winter, and the last bird was reported seen in 1946. In the 1960s,
fish and game clubs in Bangor and Windham made similar attempts to reestablish turkeys into
their areas using imported birds raised from part wild and part game-farm stocks. Neither of these
attempts resulted in a good population of wild birds.
In Maine, we have had the benefit of work done by biologists in other states to reestablish Wild
Turkeys into former and new ranges of suitable habitat. Researchers in these states discovered
the key to each success was to remove a small number of wild birds from one site and release
them, as soon as possible, into suitable, unoccupied habitat.
Responding to requests from fish and game clubs and individual Maine sportsmen, and encour-
aged by successful reintroduction programs in Vermont and New Hampshire, MDIFW began
planning it's own turkey program in the mid-1970s. The goals of this program were twofold: to
establish turkeys in the coastal part of the state where they historically occurred, and to establish a
big game species for hunters in Maine.
The first step was to locate a source of birds. Vermont biologists, who had great success with their
turkey program, were willing to supply Maine with birds from their wild flocks. The next step was to
select a release site. York County was chosen as the initial release site because of it's large
acreages of wooded habitat, a good supply of mast-producing trees (beech and oak), and its mild
winters with <60 inches of annual snowfall.
In 1977 and 1978, Vermont Fish and Game biologists trapped 41 turkeys, which MDIFW biologists
released in the towns of York and Elliot. By the early 1980s, the York County population had
become large enough to serve as a source of birds for new release sites in Maine. In the spring of
1982, 33 birds were captured in York County and released in Waldo County in an attempt to
establish a turkey population in the mid-coast region. In the winter of 1984, 19 additional birds
were captured in York County and released in Hancock County, but poaching was believed to be
the demise of these birds.  During the winters of 1987 and 1988, MDIFW biologists, with the help
of individuals from the Maine Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) and Con-
necticut Department of Environmental Protection, trapped 70 Wild Turkeys in Connecticut and
released them in Maine to augment Maine’s turkey population.
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Since 1990, instate trapping and transfer by regional biologists occur each year and has expanded
the range of the Wild Turkey in Maine to the east and north. Today, reports of Wild Turkeys well
inland of the coast and eastward throughout Hancock County are common.
Wild Turkeys are ground feeders and eat a wide variety of grasses, seeds, fruits, and insects. In
the northeast, turkeys reach their highest densities in areas with agricultural activities, particularly
dairy farms. These sites enable the birds to get through the tough winter months. Here farms
provide abundant food in the form of silage corn and undigested grains in manure, which is either
spread on fields or stored where the birds can get to it.  Further, hay fields associated with farms
also provide good habitat for young turkeys. MDIFW biologists believe that snow depths may be a
limiting factor for turkeys in Maine. For this reason, future turkey releases will be in areas with dairy
farms and a large amount of land in hardwoods, particularly mast-producing trees. Ultimately, the
department’s goal is to have a viable Wild Turkey population wherever suitable Wild Turkey habitat
exists.
REASONS FOR A SPRING TURKEY HUNT
Wild Turkeys, like white-tailed deer, are polygamous, meaning generally
that only the dominant males in the population mate with most of the
females. The remaining males can be considered surplus.
The sexes are easily distinguished in Wild Turkeys, as only the
males gobble and have spurs. All males have beards of varying
lengths, and about one in 25 hens also has a beard. The gobblers
have a blacker plumage than the gray or buff-colored hens. As with
the males of many bird species, the gobblers have the brighter
coloration, and this is readily apparent on the head and neck.
During courtship, males display vivid red, white and blue head
coloration.
Courtship activities take place in the early morning hours
during late April and early May. The spring hunting season
dates are chosen to allow most breeding to take place and
hens to begin incubation prior to the start of the hunting
season. Hens are less vulnerable to shooting after they
begin incubating. Further, hens often leave the nest during
afternoon hours, hence the noon daily closure in hunting
activity. The hunt is limited to bearded turkeys only. After
mating, the gobbler’s participation is over. The hens are
responsible for incubating and rearing the young. In 49
states where spring turkey hunting is allowed, the sport is
in no way detrimental to the population growth or range
expansion of Wild Turkey flocks. Spring turkey hunting
provides a quality big game hunting opportunity, even in
states with an ongoing restoration program.
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KNOW HENS FROM GOBBLERS
Do not encourage family members or friends to go turkey hunting unless they have observed Wild
Turkeys so they can readily distinguish between females (hens) and males (toms, gobblers, or
jakes). Remember, older adult hens can develop beards too. It is highly advisable to attend a turkey
hunting seminar and watch films or videos about turkeys. Every hen killed during May potentially
represents 12 young that won’t hatch. If a person doesn’t know a hen from a gobbler, he/she
should not be turkey hunting.
There is little excuse for shooting a hen as the hunter is playing the part of the hen and making
calls to get some toms to come to him/her. In the process of calling and waiting for the tom to
come to his/her concealed position, the hunter will most likely hear the males gobble a number of
times. Further, there is a high probability of seeing the toms displaying and fanning their tails. Even
so, it is not unusual for a hen to be seen feeding alone or accompanied by one or more toms.
The regulations read “one bearded turkey” is legal game. The beard is often small and hard to see
on young males (jakes). Sometimes it is broken off. Other times, trees or brush obscure the view
of the beard. The majority of males in the population do not have long beards (5 to 12 inches), but
rather are “jakes” or one-year-old males (2 to 4 inch beards). In this case, the beard is not easy to
see and may protrude only an inch from the breast feathers. Approximately 4% of adult hens will
have thin beards that can be 6 to 8 inches long. These hens are valuable because they are
generally experienced breeders and nesters, and hunters are encouraged not to shoot these
bearded hens.
A major characteristic of males is the very pronounced red, white, and blue head coloration of the
displaying tom. The white skull cap on the tom is very obvious and the wattles (reddish skin area)
on the male’s neck are more pronounced than on the hen. The hen has a smaller, bluish-gray head
with more small feathers covering it. Males are much larger, darker colored and have spurs on
their legs.
The sex of a turkey “in-hand” is readily apparent. Look at a small feather from the chest or upper
back. All males have a black band at the tip of the feather. Hens have a black band toward the end
of the feather, but also have a narrow 1/8” to 1/4” band of buffy-brown beyond the black band.
Know how to identify a hen from a tom. Pre-season scouting and observing several birds
will help.
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Jake Gobbler
2 - 5 inch
Beard
Tail feathers all of
equal length
Center tail feathers
 longer than
outside ones
Head
mainly
red
Spurs
1/2 inch or greater
Spurs less than
1/2 inch
5 - 12 inch
Beard
Spur
Black tipped
breast feathers
Bird looks
black in color
Beard
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WILD TURKEY
Hen Gobbler
no spur
Buff
tipped
Usually
no beard
Bird looks
brownish
Head mainly
blue/gray
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Soft fruits
Other items
Nuts
Insects
Green plants
SIGNS FOR LOCATING WILD TURKEYS
WILD TURKEY FOODS
Grain
Scratchings
Tracks
Running - Up to 2 feet
Walking - 10" to 15"
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SIGNS FOR LOCATING WILD TURKEYS
Body
Feather
Wing Feather
Gobbler dropping
Tail Feather
Tail Covert
Dusting sites
Hen dropping
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CAMOUFLAGE
Dress for Success
1 Never wear clothing that contain the colors of red, white, or blue because they can be
mistaken for colors found on Wild Turkeys.
2 Be sure that accessories you carry that are red, white, or blue (e.g. diaphragm calls, box
call chalk, candy wrappers, apples, cigarette packs, etc.) are not visible to other hunters.
3 Camouflage your gun. If not, at least cover up white diamonds or other red or white
markings.
4 Always keep your hands and head camouflaged when calling.
5 Wear dark-colored socks and pants that are long enough to keep your bare skin from
being exposed.
6 Do not “over-camouflage” by sitting in vegetation so thick that it obscures your vision.
7 If you use a blind of camouflage netting, maintain a clear field of view.
National Wild Turkey Federation
EQUIPMENT
It is important that the Wild Turkey hunter has the proper equipment. A checklist of the recom-
mended basics is provided below. Other gear can be added as hunting situations require it. Make
sure your equipment is not colored red, white, or blue.
- full choke shotgun or approved archery equipment
- camouflage pants, jacket, gloves, socks, hat, face paint, or head net
- turkey calls
- topographical maps
- compass
- binoculars
- knife
- pack for carrying equipment
- waterproof bag (to store calls in)
- a bag for carrying the turkey out of the woods
  (flourescent orange if possible)
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TYPES OF TURKEY CALLS
Friction Calls
Air-operated Calls
Diaphram Call
Wingbone Call
Slate Call
Box Call
Crow Call
Locator Calls
Owl Hooter
CALLING TIPS
1. A skillful Wild Turkey caller must be patient
and practice calling frequently before
hunting.
2. It is important to know a type of call well,
and how to use it.
3. The timing of the call, or rhythm, is thought
to be as crucial as the quality of the sound.
4. Calling too frequently may stop the ap-
proach of a gobbler, and thus reduce
chances of bagging a bird.
5. Calling more softly is recommended as a
gobbler approaches the hunter.
6. Some expert Wild Turkey hunters believe
that gobblers do not like to be called
downhill and therefore suggest calling from
higher ground, such as a ridge.
CALLING
Proper calling techniques are crucial to suc-
cess. An understanding of the use and mean-
ing of hen calls is important because calling the
gobbler to the hunter is a reversal of the natural
process of the hen moving toward the gobbling
male for breeding.
The best way to learn how to imitate the calls of
the Wild Turkey is to listen to instructional
cassette tapes. The advice of an experienced
caller is also valuable.
Variation in the calls of Wild Turkeys is evident,
and they are able to produce high notes as well
as low notes. Common hen calls include the
yelp, the cluck, the purr, the putt, and the
cackle.
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TURKEY CALLS
Yelp - The most common and basic turkey call is a "yelp."  "Yelps" consist of a series of two-note
"kee-yuk" calls that hens emit in a rhythmic fashion, typically repeated five to seven times, but often
much more. The three types of yelps heard most are: the tree yelp, the plain yelp and the lost
call or assembly call of a lost hen.
Tree Yelp - Early in the morning, while still on the roost, Wild Turkeys sometimes emit a soft three
to four note yelp. This call functions as a form of communication between birds while on the roost.
Hunters might use this call as a signal to turkeys that there are other birds nearby.
Plain Yelp - This is emitted by turkeys while in the trees or on the ground.  It is longer (sometimes
more than 10 syllables or notes) and much louder (heard more than 200 meters or 660 feet away)
than the tree yelp. It is believed that birds use this call later in the day in order to keep the flock
together.  When effectively imitated by hunters in the spring, the plain yelp can attract gobblers.
Lost Call - The lost call or yelp is a long call having as many as 30 notes or syllables. Louder and
lower in pitch than the plain yelp, it is characterized by urgent tonal inflections. This call is used
mostly in the fall to re-group a scattered flock.
Cluck - The cluck is a single-note call, which is more abrupt and less musical than a yelp. Similar in
function to the yelp, the cluck attracts the attention of turkeys at a distance and helps keep the flock
together.
Purr - The purr is usually described as a one-second-long, soft, medium-pitched sound. This low
level purring is often emitted by members of a contented, undisturbed flock, particulary when they
are feeding.
Cackle - The cackle is a rapid succession of loud, high-pitched staccato sounds that may vary in
tone and rhythm. This call is often emitted by hens when they are flying into or out of the roost.
Putt - If the flock is disturbed, the cluck may change to a louder putt call or to a very loud putting,
which expresses aggression and fear. Using this call will usually alarm turkeys rather than attract
them.
Cutt - When a turkey repeats a series of excited clucks it is referred to as "cutting". This call is
most often used in the spring.
Kee-Kee - This consists of a series of very high-pitched, whistle-like notes that turkeys emit in a
rhythmic fashion; the number of notes or syllables ranging from a few to over 10. It is an assembly
call, emitted by a young turkey when it has become lost or separated from a flock or family group.
Kee-Kee-Run - This consists of a series of kee-kee calls followed immediately by several yelps,
and simulates a young turkey that is learning how to yelp.
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SCOUTING, LOCATING, AND POSITIONING
Pre-season scouting may indicate good areas to hunt during the season. Study the topography of
the land to locate as many calling sites as possible. Signs such as tracks, scratchings, and
droppings are all good indicators of turkey activity. Scout more than one area so that you will have
alternate sites. Look for safety features at each site in order to prevent future accidents.
Because gobblers are in an extremely excited state during the breeding season, loud noises and
certain animal calls can stimulate a gobbling response. A turkey hunter can take advantage of this
by imitating owl hoots or crow calls and then waiting for a response. This technique can be used to
roost or locate a gobbler the night before the hunt or the morning of the hunt.
Determining the exact location of the bird is critical and will help the turkey hunter choose the best
possible calling position. The hunter should locate a calling position in open woods, selecting a
spot where his/her back is protected. An appropriate calling position would be against a large tree
or rock where the outline of the body is concealed.
SAFE TURKEY HUNTING TECHNIQUES
Use these techniques when hunting to increase your safety:
• Call in open terrain
• Call from a position where you are protected from the back
• Shout “STOP” to alert approaching hunters of your position
• Never sneak in on a turkey or use a gobbler call near other hunters
• Never shoot at sound or movement
• Use a flashlight when walking in the dark
• Be careful of your long-range background
• Never crowd another hunter working a bird
• Be certain of companion’s location
• Avoid high hunting pressure areas
• Discuss safety techniques with companions
• Never assume that other hunters are responsible
• Exercise extreme caution when using decoys
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National Wild Turkey Federation
Proper Use of Decoys
1 A decoy should never be visible while being transported. Never carry an
uncovered  (identifiable) decoy any distance.
2 Whenever possible, set-up by a “stand” tree that is greater in diameter than the
width of your shoulders.
3 From your seated position, identify the clearest line of vision to your front. Estab-
lish a “sight line” that allows you 100 yards visibility. Then set your decoy(s)
approximately 20 yards from your position on the line.
4 Should you see another hunter (especially if he/she is close to your “line of
sight”) call out to them in a loud, clear voice. Their presence has already com-
promised your location and a “soft” call may only confuse them, rather than alert
them to your presence.
5 If you are calling over decoys and then elect to move to a new location, check
carefully to ensure that no one is stalking your decoy(s). Check before leaving.
Your safety is your responsibility - hunt defensively!
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BOWHUNTING TIPS
SET-UP
Due to the wariness of the Wild Turkey, bowhunters sometimes use decoys and a blind. Decoy(s)
divert the tom’s attention from the caller, while the blind allows the hunter to draw the bow unseen. It
is wise to place the decoy(s) to the side of the blind, well within range of the bird’s anticipated
approach.
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
A quiet bow set at a comfortable poundage is essential to your success. Compound bows are
preferable because the let-off allows you to hold the bow at full-draw for an extended period. Heavier
draw weights often associated with hunting large game are not necessary for turkey hunting and are
easier to draw and hold.
While you can use the same broadheads as you use for  deer hunting, they should be fitted with an
arrow stopper to prevent complete pass-thru. String tracks are also very helpful in retrieving a turkey
after the shot. Be sure to practice with this set-up as these modifications will affect arrow flight. A
stool or seat makes the wait much easier, and it is important to camouflage everything as the
turkey is often in your presence for quite some time prior to the shot.
CALLING
If you are hunting alone, it is best to use a mouth call as it will allow you use of both hands. If you
are hunting with a partner, position the caller 10-20 yards behind the shooter.
SHOT PLACEMENT
The hunter should draw only when the turkey’s vision is blocked by a tree or when the bird faces
away from you. With a broadside shot your point of aim is the wing butt, where it attaches to the
bird. When taking a shot head-on (bird facing you), aim for the center of the chest, where the beard
comes out on a gobbler. If the bird is facing away from you, aim for the base of the tail. Remember,
a turkey's vital organs are about the size of a softball.
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PATTERNING YOUR SHOTGUN ON A LIFE-SIZE TARGET
A The desired pattern, good shot placement (point of aim is base of turkey’s neck).
B This pattern shows that the bird is out of range at this distance.
*C Poor shot placement, good pattern.
*D Poor shot placement, good pattern.
*Poor shot placement is a result of poor aiming by shooter or the shotgun’s tendency to shoot
high or low; left or right.
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Bony Skull and Vertebra
(penetration will immobilize)
A - Esophagus or gullet
B - Trachea or windpipe
C - Snood or dewbill
D - Loose neck skin
A B
D
C
VITAL AREAS IN THE HEAD OF A WILD TURKEY
Make photocopies for patterning your gun.
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1.  Shot pattern
2.  Arrow
SHOT PATTERN OR ARROW PLACEMENT FOR A QUICK KILL
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FIELD DRESSING A WILD TURKEY
A)Cut across body just below end of breast.  Cut
around vent and pull out contents of body cavity.
B)Cut along base of neck and pull out crop.
Note: If you believe that you have a trophy bird that may weigh in excess
of 20 lbs., do not field dress the turkey. You will want to weigh the bird
whole on certified scales.
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NATIONAL WILD TURKEY FEDERATION
When the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) was founded in 1973, there were an esti-
mated 1.3 million turkeys and 1.5 million turkey hunters. Thanks to the efforts of the NWTF, its
members, partners, and state, federal, and provincial wildlife agencies, there are now an estimated
5.6 million Wild Turkeys and approximately 2.6 million turkey hunters. Turkey hunting has become
the second highest participated type of hunting and is the fastest growing form of hunting.
The National Wild Turkey Federation, headquartered in Edgefield, SC, is a national nonprofit
conservation and education organization comprised of more than 450,000 members dedicated to
conserving Wild Turkeys and preserving hunting traditions. Together, the NWTF’s conservation
partners and grassroots members have raised and spent more than $168 million on over 22,000
projects benefiting Wild Turkeys throughout North America.
In 1997, the Maine State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation was founded under the
tutelage of the Gorham/Windham Rod and Gun Club and today supports nearly 500 members in
nine local chapters throughout the state. Through the efforts of local Chapters and annual Super
Fund Membership Banquets, financial assistance and support are provided to the Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife to assist with the restoration of the Wild Turkey population in Maine.
If you are interested in learning more about the National Wild Turkey Federation or becoming a
member, logon to their website at www.nwtf.org or contact one of the following local Chapters:
York County Beards and Spurs Gary Eldridge 676-7650
John Baiguy 324-1358
Covered Bridge Chapter in Windham Ed Gallant 642-2943
Jim Plourde 839-6845
Mid-Coast Long Beards Steve Colby 865-3972
Bob Bartos 375-8648
Mid-Maine Chapter Guy Lombardo 596-6534
Bud Doughty 534-7163
Central Maine Chapter Larry Pike 858-4263
Bill Kirby 722-3241
Penobscot Valley Chapter Rick Dionne 943-5614
Brian Johnston 365-7140
Down East Chapter Brian Smith 255-4508
Derek Brown 726-5895
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WILD TURKEY RECORDS
The National Wild Turkey Federation’s (NWTF) Wild Turkey Records serves as a permanent
international archive for preserving standardized information on legally harvested Wild Turkeys at
the Federation's Edgefield, South Carolina headquarters.
Any legally taken turkey is eligible for inclusion in this program, and each participating hunter
receives a lapel pin and a certificate suitable for framing. All applicants must be current members of
the NWTF. The Federation updates these computerized records at least quarterly, and publishes
the top entries annually in its Turkey Call magazine.
For more information on this program, contact:
www.nwtf.com National Wild Turkey Federation
Phone: 803-637-3106 PO Box 530
Edgefield, SC  29824
Tri-County Chapter Debbie Brawn 876-1071
Dave Eddy 924-9798
Crown of Maine Chapter Scott Haggerty 488-7001
John Gagnon 868-5516
TRAP AND TRANSFER
EQUIPMENT
DONATIONS TO ACQUIRE
DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS (E.G.
WILSHORE FARM, FALMOUTH)
HABITAT ENHANCEMENT
TURKEY DECOYS FOR
WARDEN SERVICE
CONNECTICUT WILD TURKEYS
RELEASED IN MAINE HUNTER SAFETY AND
EDUCATION
DONATIONS TO
OPERATION GAME THIEF
DONATIONS TO AMERICAN
HUNTING HERITAGE FUND
REWARDS
NATIONAL WILD TURKEY FEDERATION
EXAMPLES OF MAINE WILD TURKEY SUPER FUND PROJECTS
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I'd like to join the National Wild Turkey Federation, a nonprofit corporation dedicated to the conser-
vation of the American wild turkey. Please start  my subscription to Turkey Call and The Caller
newsletter and send my FREE camouflage cap, decal and membership card. Sign me up as a:
R  Full Voting Member  $25 R Sponsor Member $200 R PAYMENT ENCLOSED
Charge my R Master Card R Visa # _________________________ Exp. Date ________
Name____________________________________ Social Security # __________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________
City _______________________________ State _______Zip ______________________
Make Checks payable to: "National Wild Turkey Federation"
Mail to:  National Wild Turkey Federation, PO Box 530, Edgefield, SC 29824
If you wish, you may join by calling the NWTF at 803-637-3106 and pay by credit card.
Maine State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation
LONGBEARD SOCIETY
The Maine State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) has established the Longbeard
Society, which operates much like Maine’s Biggest Bucks Club, to recognize hunters who have taken trophy wild
turkeys. To qualify, a turkey must have been legally taken in Maine and have a minimum beard length of 7
inches.
While we are not currently basing Longbeard Society qualification on weight or spur length, we do require that
you record this information on your registration form. Your turkey must be weighed to the nearest ounce on
scales inspected and certified as accurate for trade by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, or on the scales at a
check station provided by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Beard and spur length measurements must be made with a device that is accurate to 1/8 inch. In order to
standardize measurements, all length measurements must be recorded in eighths. Each beard must be mea-
sured from the center point of the protrusion from the skin to the opposite end of its longest bristle. Each spur
must be measured along the centerline of its longest dimension, from the point at which the spur protrudes from
the scaled leg skin to its tip.
If you are interested in knowing how your turkey scores under the NWTF scoring system, you can calculate it by
this formula:  Weight (in pounds) plus ten times the length of each spur plus two times the beard length. For
example, a 19-pound gobbler with both spurs one inch long and a 9-inch beard would be scored as follows:
19 pounds  +  10 x both 1" spurs + 2 x 9-inch beard
19 + 10 + 10 + 18 = Score of 57
Turkeys weighing 21 pounds or more, or having beards of 10 inches or longer, or having spurs of 1-1/4
inch or longer must be measured by an official Maine State Chapter scorer (listed on registration form).
In order to register your trophy and join the Longbeard Society, you must be a current member of the National
Wild Turkey Federation (membership form below). The Maine State Chapter will issue a Longbeard Society
patch to each member who registers a qualifying turkey and pays a $5.00 registration fee to help cover the
program's expenses. The Society's top entires are listed annually in the Maine Gobbler Grapevine newsletter,
which is sent to all NWTF members in Maine.
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Maine State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation
LONGBEARD SOCIETY
PO Box 340
Sabattus, ME 04280-0340
OFFICIAL REGISTRATION FORM
(send to above address with $5.00 registration fee)
1. Weight of turkey _______________ pounds ____________ ounces
2. Beard Length (total length of beard to nearest 1/16"): _____________ inches
For multiple beards:  Beard #2___________ inches; Beard #3__________ inches
3. Spur length (length of each spur to nearest 1/8"): Right ______ inches; Left ______ inches
4. Date and time that turkey was taken: Date ___________________ ; Time ________
5. Location where turkey was taken: Town _____________________ ; County _______________
6. Type of calls used (check all that apply):  box R ;  slate R ;  mouth diaphragm R; wingbone R; tube R;
gobbling device R; other R (describe) _______________________
7. Taken with: modern shotgun R (____ gauge); muzzleloading shotgun R (____ gauge); bow R
8. Certification by hunter - I hereby certify that the information above is correct, and that I took this wild turkey
in compliance with all applicable Maine game laws. I further certify that this turkeywas a wild and free-
ranging bird, was not confined by any artificial barrier and was taken underthe rules of fair chase.
  Hunter's signature    Hunter's printed name    Date
   Hunter's address, zip code Telephone number
  Hunter's NWTF membership number Witness's or Scorer's Signature
Turkeys weighing 21 pounds or more must be weighed on scales inspected and certified as accurate
for trade by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, with written documentation of the weight and location
of the scales, and the signature of the person taking the weight. Turkeys having beards 10 inches or
longer or having spurs of 1-1/4 inch or longer must be measured by one of these official scorers:
Androscoggin County: Bob Bartos 375-8648  (Sabattus)
Cumberland County: Jim Wescott  892-6230 (Windham); Bob Hamlin 892-0154 (Gorham)
Kennebec County: Bill Bayreuther 685-9704 (Readfield); Dick Dufault 782-5314 (Lewiston); Mike Safford 375-
6970 (Sabattus)
Knox County: Peter Mulhearn 594-5023 (Rockland); Richard Wilshire 594-8255 (Warren)
Lincoln County: George Sodergren 563-2185 (Nobleboro)
Oxford County: Scott Day 625-7394 (Porter)
Penobscot & Piscataquis Counties: Dave Eddy 924-9798 (Dexter); Tim Richardson 564-8904 (Sangerville)
Washington County: Brian Smith 255-4508 (Machiasport); Derek Brown 726-5895 (Dennysville); Steve Pineo
434-2722 (Jonesboro)
York County: Steve Brooks  625-0920 (Cornish);  Jodie Prime 490-6636 (Sanford)
Statewide: Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife Biologists
Gray 657-2345 Sidney 547-5318 Bangor 941-4466 Jonesboro 434-5927
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Wild Turkey Hunting Effort and Harvests, 1986-2002
As the Wild Turkey population has grown and spread into new habitat, both the number of permits
and the area open to hunting have been increased in a conservative manner to assure a safe and
high quality hunting opportunity.
Number of Number of Wild Turkeys
 Year Applicants Permits Harvested Season Notes
1986        605         500  9 York County
1987        536         500  8 York County
1988        355       355             16 York County
1989        464       463             19 York County
1990        500       499             15 York County
1991        508       500             21 York County
1992        886       500             53 York & Cumberland County
1993     1,079       500             46 York & Cumberland County
1994     1,185       500             62 York & Cumberland County
1995     1,712       750           117 York & Cumberland County
1996     3,952    1,250           288 North & South Hunting Zones
1997     5,091    1,750           417 North & South Hunting Zones
1998     6,449    2,250           594 North & South Hunting Zones
1999     9,294    3,000           890 1 Zone: WMDs 15-17, 20-26
2000   14,909    4,000        1,559 1 Zone: WMDs 15-17, 20-26
2001   18,685    7,000        2,544 1 Zone: WMDs 12, 15-17, 20-27;
Split Season
2002   25,954    9,000        3,395 1 Zone: WMDs 12, 15-18, 20-27;
Split Season
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2003 SPRING TURKEY HUNTING DIARY
A sample of turkey permit holders, including those who did not hunt or were unsuccessful, will be
asked to complete a questionnaire provided by the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and
return it to the Department within a period of 10 days after the close of the turkey hunting season.
You may find the diary below useful for keeping track of your spring 2003 turkey hunting activity.
Please do not send this diary to the Department, use it to fill out the questionnaire accurately if
you are sent one by the Department.
Date Town # Hours #Gobblers # Hens # Hens w/   Notes
Hunted  Hunted  Hunted  Seen Seen  Poults Seen
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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